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Foreword

FOR many years I have entertained people, young and old,

with paper. Once it was a group of soldiers and nurses

crossing the Adriatic, among them some Greeks on the way to

represent their country at Versailles, one of whom suggested

an improvement in the bird I had been making. Another time

it was in a box car in which I was riding from Changsha to

Hankow, China, crowded with desolate, ragged soldiers. Again

it was in the great marble stadium at Athens with a group of

Greek Boy Scouts. In every case and among all these different

kinds of people, interest was aroused, and pleasant hours passed.

Generally, however, my opportunities have come when I have

been able to meet a group of children, as at Silver Bay. Some-
times it has been one or two children on a train. But always it

has allayed restlessness, and helped through the day.

While some of the objects may seem difficult a little practice

has been found the only thing needed. A great many children

have learned to make most of the objects described in the book.

One little girl who learned to make and tell the paper folding

story, gave it as one of the numbers at the Christmas entertain-

ment, in her Sunday-school in Shanghai.

From time to time I have heard from readers who have am-
plified the designs or who suggest others not now found in our

book. I should be very glad to have sent to me in care of the

publishers any suggestions from those who are using the book,

which may be incorporated in new editions, with the personal

acknowledgment of the author.

The book is intended for children, of course, but parents and
friends of children will soon discover that ability to make these

simple objects will afford entertainment to young and old and will

be very helpful on many different occasions.

W. D. M.

New York City
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Paper Folding

There are two ways of starting to fold paper, depending upon

what is to be made.

THE FIRST METHOD
The paper may be of any size but must be perfectly square.

It should be paper that will not tear easily, bond paper for in-

stance. In all our descriptions here we will use a five-inch

square, as it is a convenient size.

First let us fold the paper in order to get the creases necessary

in making the various toys or objects. With the five-inch

square of paper flat on the table fold the corners A. B. C. and D.

(Fig. 1) to E. the centre, being careful to have each point fall on

the exact centre. (Success depends very largely upon the care

with which the folds are made.) This centre can be determined

by folding B. over on D., opening out and folding C. over on A.

The fold from A. to C. will cross the fold from B. to D. exactly

at the centre E.

When the corners A. B. C. D. have been folded into the centre

(Fig. 2) turn the paper over so that the folded comers are on

the underside next the table. Now fold the new points F. G.

H. I. upward and in to the centre X. (Fig. 3), which is on the

reverse side from centre E. Turn over Fig. 3, still folded, so

that the centre E. (covered by A. B. C. D.), is again uppermost

(Fig. 3a). Fold the new comers, J. K. L. M. into the centre.

The new square is Fig. 4. The reverse side is Fig. 4a. The

square will now be one and three-quarters of an inch in size.

The paper is now so creased that many toys or objects can be

made with it. There follow descriptions of some of these.

9



FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE SALT CELLAR
This is the simplest object to make. Sometimes it is called

the pig's foot. This is simply the folds in the first and second

steps (Fig. 3a). Squeeze the paper down along the lines from
the comers J. K. L. M. (Fig. 5) to the centre E. so that E. will

point at the top and the corners J. K. L. M. will come together

at the bottom (Fig. 6). Looking down upon the folded paper

it will appear shaped like the letter X.

K
X ,
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE SHIRT WAIST

Take the cake basket, fold the legs J. K. L. M. together under-

neath (Fig. 10) and open out the two opposite folds G. and I.

(Fig. 11 shows I. opened out). Fold back and bend down the

points G. and I. as shown in Fig. 12. These points make the

sleeves, while F. makes the collar and H. the waist band.

K



FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE MOTOR-BOAT
Take the trousers (Fig. 13) and turn the corners G. and I.

inside out and up. There will be two funnels one beside the

other (H. and F. of Fig. 14). G. is the bow and I. the stern.

G. and I. can be easily spread and pulled out until the boat is

shown as in Fig. 15.

C^. 1 F I

^& /^

THE TABLE
Fold the paper three times to get the creases, as described in

first paragraph (Figs. 2, 3, and 4), fold it with the first fold only

(Fig. 2). Because of the creases made by the other folds the

paper will look as in Fig. 16. Squeeze M. and L. together to

meet in the centre and so that the point H. sticks up. In the

same way bring points J. and K. to the centre. This will form

Fig. 17. Turn over and the table is made, F. G. H. and I.

forming the legs.

13



FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE WINDMILL
By bending over the legs of the table and pressing them down

flat you make the windmill (Fig. 18).

F

0'cg./9

H ^^^^

THE DOUBLE ROWBOAT
With the paper folded as a table, instead of folding across

diagonally, fold across the top of the table so as to bring two
opposite sides of the square together. Then push what were
the legs of the table, two by two, so that they form bows and
sterns as in Fig. 19.

3^ig.ZO

THE SAILBOAT
Turn the table (Fig. 1 7) upside down, take hold of two oppo-

site feet say H. and F., bend them back and down. This folds

the top diagonally so that the paper comes out like Fig. 20 with
the former table legs sticking out at F. and H. and at I. and G.
Turn the point F. back against H. and you get the sailboat
Fig. 21).

14



FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE ROOSTER
Take the sailboat (Fig. 21). Turn the bow of the boat I.

inside out and down (Fig. 22). Turn the paper until it rests on
the two legs F. and H. and on the tail G. Put in a dot for an
eye (Fig. 23).

THE POCKET BOOK
Proceed from the double boat (Fig. 19). Inside F. I. will be

found a flap F. A. I. (Fig. 24). Pull this flap out and fold points

F. A. and I. so that each rests on K. You will then have Fig. 25

showing points H. and G. of second boat at the back. Similarly

fold G. and H. and point of flap C. each down on point M. at

the back of the paper. You will then have two envelope-like

squares back to back (Fig. 2 6) . Fold each square through centre

along the dotted line so that the top edge in each case rests on the

bottom edge. This makes the pocketbook (Fig. 27).

Cfig.SA
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE CAP
Continuing from the pocketbook pull gently on the two outer

flaps and the paper will open out and will be like a square box
open on the top. Turn it upside down to make the cap and
extend one of the flaps to make the cap's peak (Fig. 28). Turn
the other flap inward.

^g.28

THE CHINESE JUNK
Make a square box, as described in making the cap (Fig. 28).

Looking down on the open side it will appear as in Fig. 29. Fold
the side marked L. along the dotted line squeezing inward in the
direction of the arrow. Do likewise with the side marked J.
The paper will then be as in Fig. 30. Then fold the two flap

sides back until the top edges of the squeezed sides J. and L. form
straight lines and the under edges of the same sides fold as shown
in Fig. 31. The top of the folded paper will now look like a
picture frame (Fig. 32). Fold back the paper in half until the
edges J. and L. meet. The under side will now look like Fig. 33
and the side view like Fig. 34. Hold firmly at point B. (Fig. 34)
and gently pull out the corners X. X., one at a time taking care

not to tear the paper. The points will come up level with the
edge J. and you will have the Chinese Junk (Fig. 35). The
diamond shapes at each end are flaps which may be pulled up to

form awnings, underneath which will be found the end seats

(Fig. 36).
16
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE WORK TABLE
Start with Fig. 37 (Fig. 2 in creasing). Fold backward along

dotted line L. J. with open side out until point F. is on G. and I.

is on H. as in Fig. 38. Fold point J. over on M. and fold point

L. in a similar manner but backwards on point K. on the reverse

side. You will now have Fig. 39. Open from H. to G. in the

centre and push the two points together to form Fig. 40. Open

from F. to B. and push point F. up to B. You then get Fig. 41.

Fold back along dotted line so that the edge F. coincides with the

line J. K. making the triangles X. X. and you get Fig. 42. Fold

in similar manner on the other side of the paper. Fold along the

dotted line B. F. so that the two triangles X. and X. come to-

gether. Do the same on both sides and form Fig. 43. Fold the

points A. and D. back on the dotted lines and so with the points

B. and C. on the other side so that you will have four points

L, y^ .J

K

around the central point E. (Fig. 44). Fold along the dotted

lines extending from A. and D. so that the sides K. and L. will

both coincide with the line from E. to I. Repeat on the other

side. You will then have Fig. 45. Fold along dotted line so

that point I. fits in exactly between points K. and L. Repeat

on the other side and you will have Fig. 46. Fold along X. X. so

that point X^ X^ will fall on points X^. X^. Repeat on the

other side and the paper will be as in Fig. 47. Turn upside down
and push open in the centre the point E. into the centre. You
will then have your work table, with leaves on each side (Fig. 48).

18





FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE BATTLESHIP
Start with Fig. 49 (this is Fig. 3a of the folding for creases).

With the paper thus fold M. up to K. Pull B. and D. out so

that they stand up as shown in Fig. 50. Now open the line from

H. G. to M. Bending M. down so that it will rest on H. G. The
triangle of which M. was the top point will now open out into an

oblong (Fig. 51). Tuck the two lower comers of this X. X. in

behind the triangles G. B. J. and H. L. D. You will then have

Fig. 52, the dotted line showing where X. X. had been tucked

behind. Repeat on the reverse side bringing down point K. and

opening it out as with point M.
Now comes the difficulty. The points B. and D. must be

pulled down and turned out. Fig. 53 shows point B. partly

turned over. Be careful not to tear the paper. Keep at it until

practice and patience make perfect. When both ends have

been turned out and down the paper will look like Fig. 54. In-

side of the oblong in the centre will be found two flaps which you
pull out and push back into the openings which they were cover-

ing. There will then be three openings or pockets, one each side

of the central opening. Cut a piece of paper an inch and a half

square, fold it and insert one side in each of the side pockets of

the oblong (Fig. 55). Before inserting this piece of new paper

0^6*

:^^.^9

make two little slits along the line of the fold, a little way apart

from each other. Roll two little pieces of paper, about one inch

by half an inch, flatting one end of each roll and insert the flat

ends in the slits for funnels. Make slits on each side of the bow
and stem (B. and D.) as indicated, and insert two rolls (like the

funnels, but not quite so large), at each end, for the gims. The
completed battleship is Fig. 56.

20
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE DOG
Fig. 57. Make three small shirtwaists (See Fig. 12). A small

dog looks better than a large one. Turn one shirtwaist A. over

and arrange the three as shown. Insert B. in A. and C. in B.

Turn 1, 2, 3 and 4 down and perpendicular to B. and C. and they

will form the legs of the dog. 5 and 6 turned up will be his ears

and A. is the head and B. and C. form the body. Put two dots

on A. to make his eyes. X. is his nose and Y. his stubby tail.

THE HOUSE
Fold the paper as shown at the beginning of the book all the

way from Fig. 1 to 4a. The paper will then when opened out

flat be creased as in Fig. 58. With a scissors cut along the heavy

lines removing the little triangles marked 'X' and cut into each

Y. as shown in Fig. 59. Cut slits at the bases of the two triangles

A. and B. Cut two little squares or windows on the lines Y. M.
and a door in the triangle K. as indicated. Bend up each of the

little squares F. G. H. and I. The central square Y. Y. Y. Y.

with E. in the middle is the floor of the house and the oblongs

J. K. L. and M. bent on the lines Y. Y. perpendicular to the

bottom, are the sides. Fig. 60 shows the paper partly folded.

Insert the flaps C. and D. through the opposite slits A. and B.

and you will have the house (Fig. 61).

22
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Diagonal Folding

THE SECOND METHOD
The second way to fold the paper for creasing purposes is to

take the square, fold it diagonally on one side, from A. to B., and

from C. to D. The folds will cross on the centre E. (Fig. 62).

Open the paper out, turn it over, and on the opposite side fold

the edge B. C. over on A. D., and opening it out, again fold B. D.

over on C. A. You then have the paper with diagonal creases

on one side and with rectangular creases on the other (Fig. 63).

With the creases from F. to H. and from I. to G. folding down-

wards, and the diagonal creases pushing up from the back, this

side of the paper looks like a four-pointed star. Make the creases

hard. When turned over the centre point will be highest and

the paper assumes a more or less spear point shape.

THE BALL
Start as described above. With Fig. 63 side upwards bring the

points I. and G. together so that you have two triangles J. B. D.

and J. C. A. one behind the other, as in Fig. 64. Fold points B.

and D. up to J. on the dotted lines H. L. and H. K. (Fig. 65).

Repeat on the other side with points C. and A. You will now
have Fig. 66. Fold points L. and K. along the dotted lines so

that the two points meet on the line J. H. (Fig. 67). Repeat on

the other side with points M. and N. Now fold down point D.
and tuck it in as far as it will go into the opening of the little

triangle K. Fold point B. in a similar manner into triangle L.

Repeat on the other side (Fig. 68). It will be found that there

is a small opening at the bottom H. Open out the paper so

that as you look down on it, it looks like an X., cover the hole

at H. with the mouth and blow gently. This will inflate the

ball (Fig. 69).

24
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE SUGAR BOWL

Proceed as far as Fig. 67 in the ball. There will be found four

triangles, two on one side (L. and K.), and two on the other

side (M. and N.). Treat each one alike. Turn back K. to its

position where it was before, making the small triangle (Fig. 70).

Then unfold point D. along the line H. K. and make the triangle

J. H. D. (Fig. 71). Now fold point D. over the dotted line

X. X., so that K. will come to point L. (Fig. 72). Push up the

lower point X. so that the paper will fold along the dotted line

and so that D. will turn over and point X. fall on the line H. J.,

making a small triangle (Fig. 73).

Fold D. back over triangle X. (Fig. 74). When point B. and

points A. and C. at the back of the paper have all been treated

in the same way, two of the points will form a handle on one

side and two a handle on the other side (Fig. 75). There will

be a small opening at H. as in the ball. Hold by the handles

and inflate (Fig. 76). This is Fig. 75 inflated and turned upside

down.

26
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE BIRD

With E side of the paper turned up as in Fig. 62, fold the

paper so that the lines A. E., B. E., C. E. and D. E. come together,

the points A. B. C. and D. all meeting at the bottom. It will

then be somewhat like a closed umbrella. Then flatten the

paper with two folds on each side (Fig. 77). Fold the edge

G. A. along the dotted line until the point G. rests on the line

A. E. Fold F. A. on the dotted line until point F. meets point

G. Repeat with points H. and I. on the other side and you
will have Fig. 78. Then open out points F. and G. and push
point A. up so that the paper will fold up and back on the line

F. G. Fig. 79 shows paper opened and point A. on its way up.

This will bring the points F. G. together again on a line A. B.

and you will have Fig. 80. This latter folding may take a little

practice to perfect. Repeat on the other side, bringing point B.

up to A. Now fold points A. and B. down again on opposite

sides so that they rest on points C. and D. (Fig. 81). Turn the

paper on its side and it will look as in Fig. 82, with fold E. D.
running down the middle. Now comes the difficult part.

Again practice and patience. Holding the paper firmly on both
sides at spot marked Y., pull out the point D. and pinch the two
upper edges X. X. together (Fig. 83). There will be a small V-
shaped crease just above each point X. Bend X. X. in direction

of arrow back into space under E. so that point D. will stick up
as in Fig. 84. Do the same with point C. on the other side and
you will have Fig. 85. Fold point A. up on the dotted line.

Do the same with point B. on the other side. A. and B. are the

tip ends of the bird's wings (Fig. 86). Bend point D. down, as

shown, to make the bird's head. Put a dot on each side for the

eyes. C. is the tail. Hold at X. and roll the wings, as if mak-
ing a cornucopia, with the small end away from the head (Fig.

87). This roll is just to get a bend in the wings and it will

curve the wing tips forward toward the head. Stretch the

bird's head out to a flying position. With thumb hold firmly

at X. Gently pull the bird's tail. This will cause the wings

to flap (Fig. 88).

28







FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE FROG
Begin with the paper folded having E. again as uppermost

point as in making the bird. There will be four projecting points,

F. G. H. and I. (Fig. 89). Open out and flatten down each of

these points on the centre line, as in Fig. 90. When all four

points have been flattened down you will have Fig. 91. Fold

the line K. C. over so that it will coincide with F. C, and treat

L. A. the same way, so that it coincides with F. A. (Fig. 92).

You will then have two new points M. and N. Partly open

out points K. and L. Push point F. up causing the paper to

fold back on the line M. N. Points K. and L. will come to-

gether and you will then have Fig. 93. There will be three

5^9/

PoCnf
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

5^^.93 :^g.94
7i<^.9S-

other sides to treat in this way, points G. H. and I. going up as

did point F. Select any one of the four folded up points, say

point F., and roll it down hard (Fig. 94). This strengthens the

frog's back. There will then be four edges on each side at E. N.

and at E. M. Fig. 94 shows the E. N. side. Now open out

the first space immediately behind point N. The paper will

now look like Fig. 95. Fold points N. and O. along the dotted

line, so that they meet on the centre line at point X. This will

require careful folding as the space begins to narrow. You now
get Fig. 96. Do the same on the E. M. side. There will be

two others looking like Fig. 95. Fold them inward as were the

comers in Fig. 96 and they will appear as in Fig. 97. Now turn

the paper around until you come to the side which shows where

it was rolled down between points M. and N. in Fig. 94. It

will be as in Fig. 98, and there will be four separate points at the

bottom, two on top and two underneath. The four points

sticking down are the frog's legs, and the part marked X. is

the frog's back. Fold the upper two at an acute angle and then

fold each twice again as shown in Fig. 99. Fold the two lower

legs at right angles to the body (Fig. 100), and repeat extra

folds as in the first case. Cover the four legs and part of the

body with the mouth and inflate through the opening at the

lower end.
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE PAGODA
Take five or six squares of paper of various sizes, e.g., five

inches, four and a half inches, four inches, three and a half

inches, and three inches. Begin with the five inch square, and

fold as in Fig. 101. (This is Fig. 64 in the making of the ball.)

Fold point D. up on J. along the line H. K. Fold B. in like

manner. Do the same with points C. and A. at the back.

Fig. 102 shows the manner of folding. There will then be four

triangles like D. K. H. and B. L. H. two on each side. Open
triangle D. K. H. so that D. comes to H. Fig. 103 shows point

D. coming down. This folding forms a square D. M. K. N. (Fig.

104). Do the same with the other three triangles. Turn the

paper so that it folds on the dotted line J. H. bringing the sides

K. N. and L. P. together. Repeat with two squares on the

other side. You will then have Fig. 105. Fold the side L. P.

along dotted line X. X. so that L. P. falls along the line J. I.

Do the same with the other three sides corresponding to L. P.

You will then have Fig. 106. Now fold X. and X. on each other.

Repeat on the other side and form Fig. 107. The two oblongs

Y. and Y. thus formed will be found to open on their inner edges

along the centre line J. H. Push the point H. at the bottom up-

ward until the oblongs Y. and Y. open out on each side, and the

point H. folds back on the centre of the paper as in Fig. 108.

Do the same on the other side. Fold Y. over on Y. along the

centre dotted line and you will have Fig. 109. Repeat on the

other side. Turn back each of the four corners along the dotted

diagonal lines of the squares so the bottom outside comers X^
and X^. fold up to X. (Fig. 110). Now spread out the four cor-

ners so that they point North, South, East and West. This

forms the base of the pagoda. Treat each square of paper in the

same way and stand them one on top of the other. They will fit

together. As many pieces can be made as may be desired.

The whole will form the pagoda (Fig. 111).
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE AEROPLANE

Take two pieces of paper, one a square five inches by five

inches, and the other a strip about ten inches long by two inches

wide. Fold the square as for the pagoda (Fig. 101), that is,

where the points B. and D. fold up to and meet on J., leaving

the points A. and C. untouched. Now fold on the dotted lines

(Fig. 112) points X. and X., so that they meet on the centre

line J. H. This is done so as to get a crease on the dotted line.

You now have Fig. 113. Open out and then fold in a similar

^ ^ig//^
H yicf //s

O'

H ^if. //6 5^^. //7^
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

manner, but in the other direction on the diamond X. J. X. H.,

that is along the dotted line (Fig. 114). When you do this the

points X. X. will again meet on the centre line, but this time

down in the direction of H. (Fig. 115). Open out once more and

you will have four creased lines (Fig. 116). Where the lines cross

in each case at Y., pinch the paper 1 to 1 and 2 to 2, so that you

will get a crease running out from Y. to X. This will cause the

paper to fold as shown in Fig. 117, the points X. and X. sticking

up. Bring the pinched points X. and X. together and fold them

back in the direction of J. (Fig. 118).

Now take the long strip of paper and fold it along the

centre lengthways, this makes a crease which stiffens the

paper. Open this fold out and turn in two comers on one end

to meet on crease as shown in Fig. 119. Now insert this pointed

slipimder H. in Fig. 118 and push all the way up to J. (Fig. 120).

Having done this bend back point J. along the dotted line Y. Y.,

so that J. goes underneath and points X. and X. are out in front.

Now fold up, at right angles to the strip, a small piece of the tail,

about a quarter of an inch, and cut this in the centre as shown in

Fig. 121. You now have the aeroplane. Hold at J. underneath

and throw smoothly. The plane will glide and will turn either

side depending upon the arrangement of the two little folds at

the cut end, one fold sticking up and one remaining flat. Crease

the wings up slightly.

38
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Miscellaneous Folding

The following objects do not come under either of the previous

methods of creasing and folding and are of a miscellaneous

character.

THE DRINKING CUP

Take a square of paper and fold on one diagonal (Fig. 122).

The distance from A. to G. is about two-fifths of the base line

A. B. of the triangle A. B. C. Fold point A. over on F. along dot-

ted line E. G. Fold B. over on E. You will then have Fig. 123.

The line B. F. will be parallel to G. H. Now fold point C—
there will be two points at the top, fold only the front one—down

into tlie front pocket of triangle B. F. H. Squeeze the sides

B. G. and F. H. and the cup will open out. This cup may be

used for drinking.

Make large enough and turn in the point which was behind

C . and you will have a paper hat. Dent the hat in the top. The

bottom of the cup then becomes the top of the hat.

G M B
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FUN WITH PAPER FOLDING

THE BOAT
Take a piece of paper A. B. C. D., six inches by five inches

(Fig. 124), and fold along dotted line X. X. so that A. D. falls on

C. D. Fold points X. and X. along the dotted line so that they

meet on centre line (Fig. 125) at point Y. You then have Fig. 126.

Fold A. B. up on the two triangles X. and X. as far as the paper

will go. Do the same with C. D. on the other side. You will

then have Fig. 127. This is sometimes called a hat, but it is in

an incomplete stage. Open out underneath between A. B. and

C. D., as though to make a hat, but continue opening until the

A. C. comer meets the D. B. comer. Press the paper flat. You
then get Fig. 128. Now fold A. C. comer along the dotted lines

X

V
A.

5^c^./^^

5^.
B

li^S
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X. X. upon point E. Do the same on the other side with the

comer B. D. You then have Fig. 129. This is the completed

hat stage. Open out between X. and X. as before and bring

these two points together once more flattening the paper (Fig. 130).

Fold each point X. up on opposite sides so that they fall on E.

covering points A. and B. on one side and C. D. on the other

(Fig. 131). Now pull out A. C. and B. D. in opposite directions

and you will have the boat (Fig. 132), point E. rising in the centre.

Note: Ifwhen folding up points C. A. and B. D. in Fig. 128, and

the points X. X. in Fig. 130 you fold only to the dotted line instead

of all the way to point E., the sides of the boat will come out

much lower and point E. like a sail tip will come out much
higher.
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THE DART

Take two pieces of paper, one twice as long as wide, say 10

inches by 5 and the other 3 inches by 2. With the smaller

piece fold as far as Fig. 126 in the boat, except that in this case

you fold down one triangle on one side and the other on the

reverse side. Then fold up the narrow strips at the bottom of

the triangle as in the boat (Fig. 127), and tuck in the small pro-

jecting corners. Fold up corner G. along the dotted line and

tuck G. into the opening at H. (Fig. 133). Do the same with

point F., but on the other side. You will then have Fig. 134,

This is the head of the dart. There will be an opening at the

bottom at I.

v9zcr/3^

Now take the larger piece of paper and fold lengthwise down
the centre. Open out and fold two of the end comers, A. and B.

in so that they meet on the centre line (Fig. 135). With A. and B.

folded, fold points C. and D. in over A. and B. so that they too

meet on the centre line. You then get Fig. 136. Turn the

paper over so that the back is up (Fig. 137). Fold points F. and
E. on to the centre line (Fig. 138). Now fold the paper on the

original crease from G. to H. and open points F. and E. away from
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each other, so that F. and E. lie flat on the table and the fold

G. H. sticks up, G. I. and G. J. coming together. Turn the paper

over. F. and E. are points on the wings and G. H. makes the

keel. Insert point G. into the head (Fig. 139) and you have the

dart. Hold by the keel up near tip when about to throw. Turn
the ends of the wings up very slightly at the comers. Much
bigger darts may be made but the body part must be always

proportional, e.g., twice as long as wide. The size and weight of

the head will be found by experiment. The head may be also

made of a large sheet of paper and converted into a hat.
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THE SECRET ENVELOPE
Take a square of paper, say 6 inches by 6 inches and fold it on

each of its diagonals. Open out and then fold from one side one

third of the way up, which in this case would be two inches.

Fold down one third, or two inches, from the opposite side. Open
out again and make similar folds from the other two sides, you

will then have your paper creased as in Fig. 140. Now on each

of the small squares marked X. make a sharp crease along the

dotted lines. These creases must be upward whereas all the

others are downward. Press in point 1 until it falls on point 5.

This will bring down point 2 almost into place (Fig. 141). Close

point 3 over on 6 (Fig. 142), and bring point 4 up behind 1, across

the fold of 3 and over onto point 7. You will then have Fig. 143.

Turn the paper over and finish the folding by bringing over the

projecting points A. B. C. and D., folding one down on the other

in order, B. folded on A., C. folded on B. (Fig. 144). Fold D. over

C. and tuck its point in under A. The envelope made perfectly

will look the same on both sides.
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THE SUNFISH

Take a piece of paper twice as long as it is wide, say 8 inches by
4 inches. Fold it lengthwise along the centre, and as in Fig. 145,

fold the comers so that they meet on the centre line A. meeting

B., and C. meeting D. Fold the sides X. Y. over on each other so

that X. falls on X. and Y. falls on Y. Turn the paper on one side

and you will have Fig. 146. Hold the paper at each end near the

points E. and F. and bend it upward as indicated by the arrows.

This will cause the line E. F. to bend and the sides X. Y. and X.

(d

s5^/^5

Y. to separate from each other. Bring the points E. and F. all

the way until they meet. Put point E. inside of point F. as shown
in Fig. 147 but put the point E. all the way in. The sides F. Y.

cover the sides E. X. Fig. 148 shows the back view. Holding

E. and F. together push the bend H. I. at the point G. as far up
as G. will go. This will bring the points H. and I. together and

the side view of the paper will be somewhat as in Fig. 149. Now
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fold each of the ends H. and I. outward and in opposite directions

from each other, along the dotted lines J. K. The folded ends

should be at right angles to the rest of the paper. This is the

tail of the fish. Tear, or better still, cut with scissors, along

the dotted line L. and bend the cut piece out at right angles to

the rest of the paper. This is one of the side fins. It will be

found that the fin is a double piece of paper. Cut the inner part
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along the right angle fold so that it may be opened down and
spread out as shown in Fig. 150. Repeat on the other side.

Close to F. make a circle with pen or pencil, and in the circle

place a dot, this is one of the eyes. Repeat on the other side. Draw
curved lines for the gills. Now by pulling the tail ends, H. and I.

apart, the mouth of the fish is made to open. If a dorsal fin and

an underneath fm be required open out the paper and cut two
slits across the center fold as shown in Fig. 151. Take a narrow

strip of paper, point each end and insert through slits as shown
in Fig. 152.
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THE TRUMPET

Take a six inch square of paper and fold along one diagonal.

Then open out and proceed to roll the paper tightly around a

pencil from one end of the diagonal crease to the other end, so

that the diagonal rolls along itself as shown in Fig. 153. The pen-

cil must be a round one and not one of those hexagonal or six

sided pencils. When completely rolled it should look like Fig.

1 54. Push the pencil out and paste the last fold at A. , or hold it in

place with a rubber band. The ends of the roll will look like

X / / >
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Fig. 155. Now from point marked B. at one end cut away on

each side, in direction indicated by the small arrows, until the

end piece may be opened out into a triangle shape (Fig. 156).

The cuts must be at right angles to the main roll and are each a

trifle over one third of the circumference of the rolled tube. Now
fold the triangle piece at right angles to the tube so that it forms

a little cover over the end (Fig. 157). Trim away a small part of

the triangle on each side along the dotted lines indicated in sketch,

but do not trim too close. Now place the other end of the tube

in your mouth, and, instead of blowing, draw in your breath.

This action will cause the little triangular paper lid to vibrate and

the instrument will give a bleating sound. The noise can be

made louder by rolling a cornucopia or horn and putting on the

tube as shown in Fig. 158.
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Paper Tearing and Cutting

THE CHRISTMAS TREE

Take a newspaper and cut it into strips, from 20 to 25 inches

wide. Roll one strip into a tube, rather loosely, with an opening

in the centre an inch or an inch and a half wide. Just as you

come near the end of the strip insert another strip and continue

3^i^./69

rolling. Do this half a dozen times or more. The size of the

tree will depend upon the number of strips rolled. Then, holding

the tube upright, make three tears or cuts half way down as

shown in Fig. 159.

Spread out these three flaps and insert the finger inside the

tube at A. and pull carefully up. Then you will have the

Christmas Tree.

The tree can, of course, be made from other kinds of paper;

green is often used, sometimes alternating the roll with brown.
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THE LADDER
To make the ladder the paper is rolled as for the tree. Flatten

out the tube and tear out a section as in Fig. 160.

i^

X rt™..^ Y

Bend X. and Y, back as in Fig. 161. By pulling the rungs

apart at A. you will have the ladder.

r=^=^^

I ^ '

I C7^ /6/ I
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.AVVVVV\V-.V. -\>.\.,>7.,vv> -twl v>,>x...vtlV\\^'>^\>.I.V>\
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A variation of the'ladder can be made by tearing the paper as

indicated in Fig. 162. Turn back the flaps C. and D., bend
down X. and Y. (Fig. 163), and pull gently and up at A.
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THE MYSTERY LOOPS

Cut three strips of paper 20 inches, or more, long and 1 inch

wide. Make them into three separate loops or rings completing

each loop by pasting together the tv/o ends of the strip. One

strip is looped as the paper would naturally bend (Fig. 164.) The

second strip however, before being looped in given a half turn or

twist. This means that when pasted not only two opposite ends

are joined but two opposite sides of the paper also come together

(Fig. 165). The third strip is given a complete turn or twist

and pasted (Fig. 166).

D^g:/^ 5^. f66

Now when exhibiting the loops hold them so that the twisted

parts are hidden in the hand. The first, or plain loop may be

exhibited freely. With a scissors make an incision in the first

loop and proceed to cut all along the center of the paper. When
the cut is completed all the way arouhd you will have two
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separate loops each one half inch wide (Fig. 167). Cut the other

two loops along the centre in a similar manner and a strange thing

will happen. The second loop instead of dividing into two loops

will open out into one big loop (Fig. 168), while the third loop will

become two loops but they will be linked together (Fig. 169.) The
longer the original loops are, the less the twists will be noticed.
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THE BIG HOLE IN THE SMALL
PIECE OF PAPER

A genuine hole large enough for a full-sized man to get through

may be cut in a piece of paper 4 inches x 5 inches or of even

smaller proportions. The size of the hole depends upon the fine-

ness of the cutting. Fold across the centre of the paper so that

the two four-inch ends coincide. You have then two rectangles

back to back each measuring four inches by two and a half inches

(Fig. 170). Keeping the paper folded tightly so that the cor-

X ^ /?^c/ies
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Now holding the base lines together so that the cuts in both

rectangles will remain in proper relation to each other, cut from

the base lines Y. Y. up between each of the previous cuts (Fig.

172). Cut to within one-fourth inch of the X. X. fold. Do
not cut up either of the end pieces of paper.

Now carefully slit along the fold from X. to X. leaving both

end pieces of the fold intact. This may also be done by clipping

off the extreme ends of all the centre folds. Fig. 173 shows the

paper flattened out. It may now be opened in the centre and

it will spread into a ring of considerable size.
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THE PICNIC TABLE MAT
Take a circular piece of paper twelve inches or more in di-

ameter. Fold it in half, then into quarters, then into eighths,

then into sixteenths and into smaller divisions if so desired.

The folds will all radiate from the centre and the folded paper

will appear something like a closed fan (Fig. 174). Now tear

or cut on either side of the fan-shaped piece of paper. The

pieces cut out may be of any shape or pattern the only restric-

tion being that the tear or cut must not go from one side to the

other. Wliich ever side is torn the tear must go through all

of the folds on that side. A mitred edged may be made. When
opened out a symmetrical design appears.

O

THE FIVE-POINTED STAR
To make with one cut, or tear, a five-pointed star needs a spe-

cial folding of the paper. First take a piece of paper about 53>^

inches square and fold it on its diagonal so that two of its cor-

ners come together, as shown in Fig. 175, at B. Now comes the
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particular fold shown in Fig. 176. Point C. is folded from D.
(which is directly in the centre of the baseline) across the edge

A. B. in such a way that the angle C. D. E. is twice the angle

A. D. C. The angle C. D. E. is two-thirds of the angle A. D. E.,

the remaining third being the angle A. D. C. Now fold along

the dotted line so that the line D. E. falls on the line CD. (Fig.

177) and when this is done fold the line A. D. back behind the

paper along the line C. D. so that A. D. folds against the line

F. D. This gives Fig. 178. Your paper is now ready for the

tear or cut. It is better to cut the paper particularly for the

making of the next object which needs straight edges. Cut
from point F. along the dotted line to G. The line F. G. is par-

allel to B. E. and the point G. is half-way between E. and D.
When opened out you have the star (Fig. 179).
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THE BABY STARLING

Now comes a very pretty object. Born of a star, it is fitting

that this object should be called the Baby Starling. First of all

you will notice that some of the long radial lines from C. to A.

are folded down and some are folded up. It is necessary that

all of these five lines be folded up toward you and that the shorter

lines from C. to B. be folded down. Bring all the C. B. lines to-

gether and, selecting the sharpest point A', keep it in the center.

^yh^.

folding the remaining four A. points together, two on each side

as shown in Fig. 180.

Open point A' from underneath and flatten out as shown in

Figs. 181 and 181a. Now fold back point C. behind the paper
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along the dotted line which is about one-fifth of the way from

C. to A^ (Fig. 182). Next fold the points X. and X. together

and the side view will be like Fig. 183. Make a small dot each

side of the fold. These dots are the bird's eyes. Now turn the

paper over and you will have Fig. 184. Take the first two points

Y. Y. and fold on the dotted lines; they will come dov/n over

point C, but fold the tips back again so that they will fit inside of

the C. fold (Fig. 185). Now take the remaining two points and
in like manner fold them over and down. This gives Fig. 186.

Take these latter two pieces D. D. and tuck them under the pre-

vious folds E. E. as shown in Fig. 187. Now turn the paper over

again and you have the Baby Starling (Fig. 188). Pull his feet

out so that he may stand up.
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THE AVIATOR'S HELMET

Take a piece of paper 5 inches by 6 inches and fold in halves

so that you have two rectangles measuring 5 inches by 3 inches

as shown in Fig. 189. Now fold B. D. over on A. C. to get the

centre line marked (Figs. 190 and 190a). Fold points A. and

B. down to meet on this centre line (Fig. 191). Next, as in mak-

ing the old-fashioned hat, fold up the strip C. D. on the points

A. B. This strip will be about one-half inch wide. There will

be another strip on the other side which you will fold back (Fig.

191). Bring back points A. and B. to their original positions.

You will then have Fig. 192. Now with the strip folded, bring

up D. on E., as shown in Fig. 193. Bring in the same manner C.

on E. (Fig. 194). Next fold D. B. along the dotted line so that

5^g. /po^
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D. B. falls on F. B. Do the same with C. A. so that it falls on

F. A. (Fig. 195). Fold points A. and B. back along the dotted

lines E. X. and tuck them in behind the folded strip. Fig. 196

shows the back view. Fig. 197 is the front. Lift up point F.

and fold it under C. and D. along the dotted line. Open out
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under D. and C, and you have the helmet (Fig. 198). The back

band X. X. may be bent around in front, one end of it being

tucked into the other. This is the strap that fastens under the

aviator's chin.
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THE CRADLE

Fold a square of paper—as shown at the beginning of the book
—to Fig. 3a. This is Fig. 199. Fold along the diagonal L. J.

so that points M. and K. come together as shown in Fig.

200. Points B. and D. will be folded in between. Pull out
point B., as shown in Fig. 201, and point D., as shown in Fig.

202. Now fold point G. up along the line M. J. until G. rests

on B. (Fig. 203). Do the same with point H. bringing it to D.

K

A
''t>
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You will now have Fig. 204. Point C. will be found in behind

this rectangle. Pull it out as shown in Fig. 205. Fold point C.

down on the outside until C. rests on the line L. J. (Fig. 206).

Now fold the line H. G. along the dotted line X. X. so that it

lies along the line L. J. and covers the point C. This brings you

to Fig. 207. Repeat all of these folds on the other side bringing
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I. on D., and bringing F. on C, pulling out Pl. and folding it under

in the same way that you folded C. You will now find four little

triangles, two on each side, X. and X.; fold these down in the

direction indicated by the arrows (Fig. 208). Then turn point

B. in and fold down and you will have the cradle (Fig. 209).
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ANOTHER DOUBLE BOAT
Taking a square of paper fold the comers A. B. C. and D. into

the centre (Fig. 210). Fold back the comers I. and G. along the

dotted lines so that I. and G. meet. This gives you Fig. 211.

Now fold the points F. and H. to meet on top of the comers A.

F

A
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B. C. and D. in the centre (Fig. 212). Pull out the corner C
as shown in Fig. 213; then D., as shown in Fig. 214. Treat a'and B. in the same manner. You now have Fig. 215 Fold X
X. back along the line that runs between F. and H. so that Xand X. rests on X> and X^ This is the double boat (Fig. 216).'
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THE LAMPSHADE

Fold a square of paper as shown in the second manner of fold-

ing, that is along the two diagonals and across the centre par-

allel to the sides (Fig. 217). The folds from F. to H. and from

I. to G. are drawn in solid lines, which is to indicate that they

are raised toward you. The dotted diagonal lines are depressed,

which means that the raised edges of their folds are on the re-

verse side of the paper. Fold in the points A. B. C. and D. to

the centre E. (Fig. 218). Now fold the triangle I. F. G. back

along its base line I. G. so that point F. coincides with point H.
This gives Fig. 219. Fold the point G. along the dotted line

down on point L. which is half-way between G. and H. (Fig. 220).

Now take up point G. and fold it down again to L., but this time

on the back (Fig. 221). Repeat with point I. folding it both

ways to M. (Fig. 222). These folds are only to get the creases.

Now open the paper out again to Fig. 218 and fold it back diag-

onally once more, but this time from I. to G. bringing points I.

and G. together (Fig. 223). Fold the corners F. and H. for
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creases as you folded G. and I. The paper, when opened out and
viewed from the top, will look like Fig. 224. Turn the paper
over and squeeze the points together as indicated by the arrows
(Fig. 225). Open one of the comers F. and flatten it down as

shown in Fig. 225a. Repeat with the other three comers and
you will have an object like Fig. 226. Take out the comers A.
B. C. and D. at the top and crease them back a little way from
the top as indicated by the dotted lines. Fold back the corners

F. G. H. and I. and you have the Lampshade (Fig. 227).
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FOUR BONBON DISHES
Dish Number 1

Take a square of paper and first crease it on both diagonals.

Then fold the corners A. B. C. D. to the centre (Fig. 228). Turn
the paper over and fold the new comers F. G. H. and I. to the

centre (Fig. 229). Keeping the reverse side of the paper upper-

most, squeeze the points F. G. H. and I. to meet together in the

centre, leaving the points A. B. C. and D. sticking up (Fig. 230).

K .F
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Holding F. G. H. and I. in the centre, open out A. and flatten

the point down in the centre as shown in Fig. 232. Repeat with

B. C. and D. and you have Fig. 233. Fold back point A. along

the dotted line (Fig. 234). Repeat with B. C. and D. Open
out the comers and you have the dish (Fig. 235).
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Dish Number 2

Commence as with Dish Number 1 folding the corners A. B.

C. and D. to the centre, turning the paper over and folding F.

G. H. and I. to the reverse centre (Fig. 236). Fold the next cor-

ners J. K. L. and M. back on A. B. C. and D. This gives you

Fig. 237. Keeping the reverse side of the paper uppermost,

open it out to Fig. 238, leaving A. B. C. and D. folded under-

neath. Now crease the paper on the dotted lines. This is done

5^ ^36
5^^,23'/
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by folding each of the four sides to the centre. Open the paper

out again and then squeeze the points J. K. L. and M. to meet

in the centre, leaving F. G. H. and I. standing up (Fig. 239).

Holding the points J. K. L. and M. together in the centre, open

out and flatten down the points F. G. H. and I. in the centre to

make Fig. 240. You have now four little squares, each one with
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a diagonal opening. Open out; this diagonal and flatten the paper
back so that it forms a rectangle. Fig. 241 shows F. being opened
Point F. folds over on F^ (Fig. 242). Do the same with each of
the other three squares. The paper is then opened out slightly
and the points A. B. C. and D. brought down from underneath
givmg each of these points a small fold to make the feet of the
dish (Fig. 243).
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Dish Number 3

Fold a square of paper in the second manner of folding as

described earlier in the book. This is Fig. 244 folded on both

diagonals and parallel to the sides, the folds F. H. and G. I.

being uppermost, the diagonal folds being depressed. Bring the

points A. B. C. and D. together at the bottom, the centre point

E. sticking up at the top. This leaves F. G. H. and I. pointing

out at the sides (Fig. 245). Fold up the point C. to E. along the

dotted line H. G. (Fig. 246). In like manner fold up the points

A. B. and D. creasing each triangle up the centre as it is folded.

This brings you to Fig. 247, the underside view of which is Fig.

247a. Holding closely together, the points indicated by arrows
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open out one of the folds H. and flatten it down as shown in Fig.
248, This makes Fig. 249. Do the same with F. G. and I. and
the paper will look like Fig. 250. Now press point H. upward so
as to open the space from H. to E. (Fig. 251). Fold back point
H. along the line X. X. so that H. rests on the centre line from
E. (Fig. 252). Do the same with F. G. and I. and you have
Fig. 253, which is Dish Number 3.
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Dish Number 4

Fold the paper as in Dish Number 2 to Fig. 236. This is now
Fig. 254. Squeeze together the Hnes F. X., G. X., H. X. and
I. X. so that the points X. X. X. X. meet at the bottom, F. G.

H. and I. coming to the top leaving points J. K. L. and M. stick-

ing out. Fig. 255 shows the points X. X. X. X. being squeezed

in, and Fig. 256 shows underneath view. Now flatten the paper

so as to have one of the triangles M. H. L. toward you. Now

VievJ of top
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bend up point L. so that it folds on point H. (Fig. 258). Bring

point L. down again and fold it up once more, but this time at

the back of the triangle (Fig. 259). Crease the fold hard each

time. This is just to get the creases. Do the same with points

J. K. and M. The paper will now stand up like Fig. 260. Hold-

ing at the creased point indicated by the arrows above M., press

the point M. back and you will have a little square with a diag-

onal opening (Fig. 261). Squeeze the upper and lower part of

this diagonal opening together so that the diagonal will open and
fold out as shown in Fig. 262. Do the same with the points J.

K. and L. Now pull out from the top the points F. G. H. and
I. Fig. 263 shows H. pulled out. When all points are out you
have a very pretty little bonbon dish. Fig. 264 shows the view

from the top.
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THE JAPANESE LANTERN
Fold a square of paper as described in the second method of

folding, that is across the centre parallel to the side and along

both diagonals. Fig. 265 shows the folds, the diagonal folds

being up toward you while the lines from F. to H. and from I.

to G. are depressed. Fold the paper so that I. and G. meet to-

gether underneath, leaving E. pointing up and A. D. coming to-

gether on one side while B. and C. coincide on the other (Fig.

266). Fold H. C. so that the point C. falls on E. (Fig. 267). Do
the same with D. (Fig. 268). Fold in like manner up on the back

points A. and B. You will now have Fig. 269 with points J. K.

L. and M. sticking out around the sides. Take point J. and fold

it over along the dotted line so that J. E. coincides with H. E.

Crease the line hard (Fig. 270). Now open J. back and once

more fold it over on the line H. E., but this time it is the line

H. J. which falls on H. E. The point J. being up toward E.

Again crease hard (Fig. 271). Open out J. once more and you
will find two creased lines forming an X. (Fig. 272). Squeeze

A F

yiif. f^6r 0i>f^68
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the points Y. and Y. togetiier at X..which will crease a line from

X. to J. and leave point J. sticking up. Fold point J. up in the

direction of point E. at the top. Do the same with K. and you
will get Fig. 273. Repeat on the other side with L. and M. Up
at point E. on the J. K. side will be found the points D. and C.

hidden behind the folds of the paper. Pull them out as shown
in Fig. 274 which gives a side view. Points A. and B. will like-

wise be hidden and are also to be pulled out. Holding C. D. on
one side and B. A. on the other blow into a small hole which will

be found at H. The result is the Japanese Lantern.
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How Charley Bought His Boat

A PAPER FOLDING STORY

(This story is told by making the objects mentioned in the

illustrations under the first method of creasing and folding the

paper, as the story proceeds, using the one piece of paper and

changing it from one thing to the next until the last boat is

made, the Chinese Junk (Fig. 35). Here the story is given in

outline. It presupposes ability to make the various objects.

Details can be added in the telling.)

Charley had lived in the city with his father and mother but

now they had moved into the country. Near the house they

found a small lake or pond. One day Charley said, "Mother,

can't I have a rowboat on the pond?" "Why, I think you

might; but we'll ask father when he comes home, and see what

he says." So that night they talked it over and finally father

said, "Yes, you can have a boat, if you will be real careful."

He gave Charley some money, and told him to take the trolley

and go into the village, where he would see a sign, "Boats for

Sale."

By and by Charley reached the village, and as he was walking

down the street, he kept looking in the windows as boys do.
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He came to a window of a store where they sold silver things,

and as he looked he said to himself, "There's something I think

mother would like to have." So he went in and pointed to it

and asked the man what it was. The man took it out of the

window and put it on the counter and said, "Why, that is a

salt cellar, with a place for salt, pepper, sugar and mustard."

(Fig. 5.) (Here the story teller puts the object on his hand and
shows it, and he does the same with each of the others as they

are made.)

"I'll take it," Charlie said. So the man wrapped it up and
Charlie paid for it and started on.

He hadn't gone very far before he came to another store

where there were more silver things. And in the window he

saw something he thought his mother would rather have than

the salt cellar. So he went in and pointing to it said to the

man, "Would you give me that for this salt cellar?" The man
said, "You mean this cake basket?" (Fig 10) putting it on the

counter. "Yes," Charlie said. "Why, yes," the man said, so

Charlie gave him the salt cellar and he wrapped up the cake
basket and gave it to Charlie.

But pretty soon Charlie began to think, "I don't believe

mother would care for this cake basket," and just then he hap-
pened to be in front of a store where they sold things for ladies.
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"1 guess I'll see if they won't give me for this cake basket some-

thing for mother to wear," he said to himself. When he asked

the man in the store if he would do this, the man said, **Why yes,

I'll give you one of these and some money too, because the cake

basket is worth more than this." And he held up this shirt

waist (Fig. 12).

H

^Sd,1Z

And now that he had something for his mother he felt he

ought to get something for his father; and inasmuch as he had

something for his mother to wear, he said, **I'll buy something

for father to wear," so he went into a tailor's store and bought

a pair of trousers (Fig. 13).
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Charlie had almost forgotten what he came to the city for,

when suddenly he saw a sign BOATS FOR SALE. ''That's

the place I'm looking for," he said and went in. When he told

the man what he wanted the man said "Yes, we have boats for

sale; come out in the yard and see them." But then Charlie

found they were motor-boats, each with two funnels, and he

had to say, "1 don't want a motor-boat, I want a rowboat."

**A11 right," said the man, **down the street a little way you'll find

another place, maybe you can get a rowboat." So along the

street he went.

He began to think maybe his father and mother would like

to buy their own clothes, and just then he found himself in front

of a furniture store. And there in the window he saw something

he liked, so he went in and said to the man, "Would you give me
that table for these trousers and shirt waist?'* "Why yes;" the

the man said, "I'd be glad to." So Charlie started off carrying

the table (Fig. 17).

By this time he had walked a good deal and he was thirsty and

while he was wondering where he could get a drink of water, he

spied a windmill (Fig. 18) and he knew there would be water

where there was a windmill so he went over and got a drink of

water.

And now at last he saw that sign BOATS FOR SALE, so

into the store he went. "I'm looking for a rowboat," Charlie

said. "Well," the man said, "1 have some rowboats, but they
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they're in the yard here." But when CharHe saw them he said,

"Why, they're all sailboats." (Fig 21). "I want a rowboat."

So he could buy none there.

By this time the table began to feel heavy and he wondered

why he had bought it anyway. "Mother has plenty of furniture,"

he said. Just then he came to an open space and looking over

into the field he spied some chickens. "There," he said, "We
haven't a single chicken on our place. Couldn't I trade this

table for one." He spoke to the farmer and the farmer said,

"Why, yes; how would you like to give me your table for this

rooster. " (Fig. 23.). That was just what Charlie wanted, so he

gave the farmer the table and put the rooster under his arm and

started on.

He'd gone a good ways by this time, and it suddenly occurred

to him that he hadn't been doing what he was sent to do—buy
a rowboat, and this made him feel rather uncomfortable. He
counted his money and he felt quite sure he didn't have enough

left to buy a boat. While he was wondering what he should do a

sudden gale of wind blew his hat off, and when he raised his hand
to catch it, the rooster got away! There he was with so much
money spent and nothing to show for it, and his hat gone! And
so he walked along, thinking very hard, looking down at the
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ground. All of a sudden he spied something and stooped over

and grabbed it. It was a pocketbook with some money in this

^g:d27

side and some in this (Fig. 27). By this time he was pretty well

out of the city, he did not see any one to speak to, there was no
house fight there, so he said, "Well, I'll use this money now to

buy a boat, and when I get home we'll try to find the owner of this

pocketbook. and send the same amount of money back to him."

,-^
^g.28

**But first, I must get a hat. I can't go home this way," he
said to himself. So he hunted up a store and bought this cap.

(Fig. 28).

Then he thought, "I really ought to take something home to

Mother." The only thing he saw that didn't cost too much was
this picture frame. He thought it would be nice for mother to

put father's picture in (Fig. 32).
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By this time the day was nearly gone and he said, "I'll buy
any kind of a boat now, I don't care what it's like. The next

place I find where they sell boats, I'll buy one of them." So he

kept looking for a sign, until after a little while he saw one,

!^/d dcLo^

XT
o

BOATS FOR SALE. In he went and asked the man, "Can
you sell me a boat?" "Yes," the m.an said, "but I've got the
queerest looking boats you ever saw." "Never mind," Charlie

said, "I been looking so long, I'll take any kind of a boat. Let
me see them." "Here they are," the man said and when Charlie

asked him what they were he said "We call them Chinese junks."

(Fig. 36). "All right," Charlie said, "here's your money; send
that boat to my father," and he told the man where they lived.

So after all his trouble Charlie got a boat at last and went home
happy.
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THE GOOSE'S HEAD

And now, boys and girls, don't forget to pick up any little bits

of paper that may have fallen on the floor. To help you pick

them up you need a goose's head, and you make it this way.
First make the old-fashioned boat as shown (Fig. 132), page 42.

Then tuck the sail in under one of the edges as shown (Fig. 275).

Now bend the boat across the middle along the dotted line Y.
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Y., and the points A. and B. will come together (Fig. 276). Hold
the paper between fingers and thumb at the points X. X. (Fig.

277). Put in dots for eyes. This is the goose's head and it will

help you considerably in picking up.

THB END
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